Empty Yard Experiment (dubbed EYE) was formed in 2006 in Dubai, United
Arab Emirates. Categorizing the band’s sound has often eluded critics –
spanning from alternative and progressive metal, to instrumental/post-rock.
EYE have built an impressive live portfolio over the years, including two UK
club tours, the HRH Prog festival in Wales, and high-profile opening spots for
Metallica, Evanescence and Anathema in Dubai and Abu Dhabi.
Their influences range from bands such as Tool and King Crimson, to
Porcupine Tree, Alice in Chains and Mogwai. With members hailing from
Serbia, Iran, the UK and US, this versatile group of musicians has genuine
multinational appeal.
EYE are currently in the process of finishing their third album, which features
UK prog giants TesseracT’s Jay Postones on the drums and Voices From The
Fuselage’s Dale Gorham on bass.

The Band
Bojan Preradovic - Vocals, guitar
Mehdi Gr - Guitar
Dale Gorham - Bass
James Guajardo - Drums
Athena Ekhteraei - Guitars, production

The Music
EYE’s eponymous first album was released in May 2011. Recorded, produced and
mixed by Joshua F. Williams, it is an introspective on the human condition and the
fundamental questions of why we are here and where we are going.
Stream the album here.
In 2013, the band reunited with Williams to record their sophomore studio effort –
‘Kallisti’. The album’s concept focuses on chaos and discord, which often permeate
and define the manner in which one relates to various aspects of their existence
– be it other human beings, authority, or the subconscious. Kallisti’ was released
internationally on September 29, 2014.

Stream ‘Kallisti’ here.
Watch ‘Entropy’ music video here.

Reception
“Kallisti is a sweeping, epic, multi-faceted piece that takes its listener on a journey that very few other
bands are able to.”
Metal Hammer Magazine (8/10)

“They cleverly mix progressive rhythms with uplifting beats and while they cite many major players as
influences – Tool, Porcupine Tree, Mogwai – the band are savvy enough to pull their own personalities
into the landscapes of sound that they create.”
Scene Point Black (7.5/10)

“It’s a hugely ambitious and mature record that represents much of what is great about progressive
metal while avoiding that genre’s obvious clichés.”
Trebuchet Magazine (8/10)

“Empty Yard Experiment’s first debut record is one with two main contrasting ideas: the crushing
energy of rock softly met with the ambience and warmth of atmospheric and ethereal compositions
and the mix is truly stunning.”
Rock N Reel (4/5)

“Each song on this spectacular record has a personality of its own, leaving the listener dying for a
second listen. Empty Yard Experiment manage to encompass the best aspects of progressive metal,
electronic ambience, post-rock and world influences into a rolling album that cements itself in your
mind.”
The Monolith (85/100)

“This record is bitching. It’s pensive, cataclysmic and everything in between, and in all the right places,
too. It’s brilliantly composed. Colossal in scope and ambition - any review I write won’t do it justice.”
Mind Equals Blown (7.9/10)
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